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In  that  well known history book, 7066  and All  Tbat, Sella: and  Yeatman  iden-
tified two memorable or  genuine  dates.  Although  the  second of  these was not
1415, only the battle of  Agincourt  was presented as  ‘uttetably memorable’
among all the  battles  of the middle ages.l The point was  well  made for, ever
since  it was  named, according to the chronicle: Enguerran de  Monstrelet  by
the  king himself at the end of the day, the  battle  has enjoyed  a fame, that it
would be hard to equal in any period.z It has been the  subject of chronicle,
poem, pageant, play, fiction, academic  discourse, film and documentary. The
recently refurbished battlefield centre offering excellent and inter-active cover-
age of the campaign is well worth  a visit, though  the visitor should be prepared
for the oddly triumphalist  tone  of certain sections and its highly questionable
emphasis on how the battle anniversary remains special to the Engiish today.

This enduring fascination with  Agincourt  is apparent in these two  com-
plementary volumes, one  a  collection of  eleven  papers given in Norwich under
the auspices of the Norfolk Heraldry Society in 1996 and one  a  compendium
of  sources  for the battle. In an introductory essay on Henry V, Anne Curry
gives  a  measured and valuable assessment of the king, synthesising the  most
recent scholarship on Henry fromK.B. McFarlane to G.L. Harriss and CT.
Allmand. Matthew Bennett, arguably the greatest living authority on the battle,J

'  WC.  Sellar  and RJ.  Yeatman, 1066 and/ill  TIMI, London 1975, p. 53.
1  P.  Morgan, ‘The naming of battlefields in the middle  ages’,  in War and  Sodey in

Mafia/a! and Barb Madam  Britain, ed.  Diana Dunn,  Liverpool  2000,  pp.  34-52 discusses
how battlefields get their  names, some taking a  pen'od of time  before  a  final  consensus
was  reached.

’  Readers  interested  in the full  range  of  Bennett’s views  need  to  make  use of all his
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and  Paul Hitchin, a practising bowman, bring the reader closer to the  battle

itself, while context is provided by Matthew Strickland’s reflections on chivalry,
and by a survey of contemporary heraldry, presented by Elizabeth Long and
Henry Paston—Bedingfield, the latter as York Herald of Armsadding a personal
aspect to the  subject. It is the sub-tide of this collection of essays, however,
which  best  reflects its  contents  for at its  core  is the figure of the local Norfolk
hero, Sir Thomas Erpingham, by popular, if not entirely convincing, tradition
commander of  those English archers whom all agree were a crucial element in
the  outcome  of the battle. Erpingham is one of those paradoxically minor yet
major figures of the  late  fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries who has never
quite received the independent  treatment  which he deserves and this volume is
particularly welcome for drawing together  much of the available  material  about
him. Whilst  little  in the way of personal archives has  survived, the long public
career of Erpingham who was nearly sixty when he fought at Agincourt and
who  retired  soon afterwards, is strikingly well documented. Even by the  stan-
dards of this remarkably well recorded campaign, Erpingham’s role  stands out.
For this year virtually a  fill] set of documents is still in the Public Record Of-
fice in its white  leather  Exchequer bag marked ‘Erpingham’ (illustrated on page
75), ironically largely because Sir Thomas, like so many others, had  still  not

been paid for his pains before his death, obliging his executors to present  a  full
account of his  role  to the crown in order to settle his estate.  Anne Curry’slife
of the  knight  is complemented with Ken Mourin’s assessment of Etpingham’s
local  role, a  survey of his lands and his patronage of  local  churches; Tony
Sims’s study of the great Ezpingham gate which still  stands  at the western en-
trance to Norwich cathedral close; and Gilly Wraight’s essay on the Erpingham
chasuble, now in the Victoria and Albert Museum. It was doubtless in orderto
appeal to a wider audience  that  proper referencing was  excluded  but, although
bibliographical  details  supplied for each chapter to  some  extent make  up the
want, it is regrettable  that this  was not  done, especially with regard to the work
on Ezpingham and  a  pity too  that  Erpingham’s will, to which  several  of the
authors refer, could not have been added as an appendix.

The  Agincourt  campaign  occupied most  of 1415, fromearly February,
when as CT.  Allmand  observed the order to make  tents  was the  first  sign of
preparations for invasion,4 until  Henry made his triumphant  entry into London
on 23 November. Between  time  massive and meticulous preparations by king
and nobles, many of the  latter  unrecorded, council  meetings, the conspiracy to
kill the  king uncovered at Southampton in  August, the siege of Harfleur, the
long march, the  battle  and the journey home, all made it a year of remarkably

publications on the  subject. See in particular his Ag'nmurt  1475.  Trim/W)  Aga'mt  the
Odds; Oxford 1991  and the  notes  below.

'  C.T. Allmand, Hang V, London 1992, p. 72.
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concentrated activity. The battle itself being the  focus  of the  volume  on
sources, Curry has chosen as her parameters in her selection of narrative ac-
counts the period fromHenry’s decision to set out fromHarfleur, around 5
October, to his arrival at Calais on 29 October, an essential curtailment of the

story dictated by the practical consideration of the overall  length  of the book
which, even so, stands at nearly 500 pages. Even within  this  time limit, Curry
has had to be selective and  there have  doubtless been very difficult  choices to
make. Few battles can boast  such  detailed surviving documentation, not least

the foureyewitnesses  —  the  unknown  author of the  Gexta  Henn'a' Quinti, John
Hardyng, Jean 1e Fevre and Jean de Waurin -— as well as many other writers
who were almost certainly able to  talk  to veterans.  Thus, alongside ten  extracts
fromchronicles written in England and  sixteen  written in France, these  pre-
sented  in order of their date of production, Curry gives references to  other
versions of the story. Any minor details worthy of note fromthe latter are
carefully added in the footnotes. It is not  Curry’s  aim here  either  to produce a
full study of the  battle  0: present critical editions of the narrative  sources and
she makes it clear  that  there is  still a  need for this workto be  done, notably in
the  latter  case and even for some of the major  sources  such as Le Fevre and
Waun'n. In her general introducton to these narratives Curry addresses many of
the problems which these  accounts present.  She highlights the  essential  dif-
ference between the triumphalism of the English  accounts  and the despairing

tones  of the French ones. She  discusses the mythology of  Agincourt  and the
way in which writers  later  in the fifteenth century used the story to  suit  a  con-
temporary purpose, notably the exaggerau'on by Yorkist  authors  after  1450  of
the part played by Edward, Duke of York. She explores the complex inter-
linking of the  narratives, most  particularly that  of the foureyewitnesses who
while in part writing from experience also made use of each  other, for although
the Gem was wn'tten within two  years, the  other  three wrote up their  accounts
in the  14405,1450$  and  14605. Finally, Curry warns of how the  interests  of in-
dividual writers may have had a crucial and distorting effect on  their  stories,
fromthose  with religious leanings, such  as Thomas Walsingham or the
Reb'gz'eux of S az‘nt Dem}, to  those  with classical  educations, such as Thomas Elm-
ham or  Tito Livio, who were perhaps inclined to use classical  topaz' rather  than

actual  incidents when describing events. Each extract also has a shortintroduc-
tory critical commentary. Whilst  there  is naturally a  great deal of overlap it is
highly illuminating to be able to read these narratives together and Curry has
done a particularly fine editorial job on the works of Monstrelet, which she
uses as her main  French  text, though  he was not known to have been an eye-
witness, but which she interweaves with Le Fevre in bold  type  and Wanda in
bold italic. This way one has both  a  sense of the richness afforded by these
combined  accounts but at the same time clear indications of the particularities
of each writer.
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Besides the contemporary narratives, Curry has gathered  together  and re-
viewed comprehensively the historiography of the campaign fromthe Tudors
to the modern day.  A  brief chapter and extracts looks first at how the  sixteenth
century writers — six in all — treated Henry V. Printing allowed them to reach a
wider audience and humanism with its rich rhetorical style led to what Curry
calls ‘a cult of heroes'. Despite Tudor antipathy to some of  their  fifteenth
century predecessors, Henry V’s military achievements protected him from
criticism and led to an enhancement of  accounts of the Agincourt War.  These
were among the  first  narrative  accounts, notably Hall  and Holinshed, to name
Sir Thomas Erpingham as the commander of the archers. Towards the end of
the volume  comes a chapter on the battle fromthe  eighteenth  century to the
present in which Curry discusses not only what writers argued but  also  the
ways in which their workhas reflected the period in which they lived. These
two  sections  are separated by a  lengthy chapter containing materials  relating to
the contemporary reception of the  battle, a mixture of official  accounts with all
their propagandist  overtones, letters  and  some of the majorpoems and ballads.
Among the  most  curious items here is surely the  manual  produced to help
Englishmen learning French, which included, of all unlikely things, a conversa-
tional exercise built  around  the English victory. Curry has also included the
remarkably brief section on the  battle fromShakespeare  and the anonymous
play The  Famou: Victon'e:  which readers will find useful when considering
Christopher  Smith’s  contribution  to the volume on Erpingham where the
author considers  how the  Bard  created  a part  for the knight but gave him no
bowmen.  This  absence of archers has long been the  subject  of debate. Smith’s
paper, curiously unreferenced in Curty’sown discussion of  this  issue, pfoposes
that  this arose fromShakespeare’s unwillingness to credit  common  soldiers
with the victory, especially in his own time when archery was going out of
fashion. Credit  must  go entirely to the band of brothers, the nobility.  Whilst,
however, the archers and the  thtumb  of  their  first volley of arrows was  a
cinematic opportunity not missed by either  Lawrence  Olivier  or Kenneth
Branagh in their versions of the play, it is hard to  think  how this could have
been played out on  smge  to any dramatic effect. In all Shakespeare’s  battle
scenes  the action focuses either on messengers arriving with news or, as at
Shrewsbuty (1403) or Bosworth  (1485), individual acts of  combat.5 Most of
Curry’s  extracts recordEnglish  reactions  but she has  chosen a small number to
reflect French responses and one can only regret  that there  was not roomto
include more, and hope  that  someone might indeed, as she  sugests, research
more fully the effects of Agincourt on the French. There can be no doubting
its devastating impact as an  entry in  accounts of  1431  preserved  at Lille dem-

5 I am indebted to my colleague  in English  Literature, at Harris Manchester College,
Oxford, Dr  John Sloan, for discussing this  point  with  me.
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onstrate:  ‘Pour,  une  messe  qui se dit continuallement  chaque  sepmaine, a  Lille,
depuis 1a  joumee  d’Azincourt, et  apres  la messe on lit la Passion’.6 Among the
few extracts included here is one fromChristine de  Pisan’s  Epistle de hprz'mn de
vie bumaine, written  for Marie de Berry.Though Curry does not mention it in
her brief  introduction, Christine de Pisan has  a  special interest in the story of
Agincourt. In her military treatise, written  around 1411, she particularly com-
mented on the skill of English archerswho were  trained fromearly youth and,
with uncanny prescience, she warned of the dangers of fighting on too narrow
a  battlefield site]

Appropriately, Curry ends with a  selection  of royal administrative docu-
ments which illuminate Agincoutt, and here the need for choices has  surely
been  the  most  chaltenging. The parameters of the book are, of necessity, wider,
for it would scarcely be possible to separate the battle from the whole  cam-
paign but it is very clear that this is work in progress and even  that  we should
expect another  book  dedicated to this aspect of the campaign. Curry discusses,
using various surviving exemplars, the whole process of recruitment, or-
ganisation and payment of the armies. As has been seen, the documentation
for Expingham is particularly full and one is reminded in  this  volume of the
huge  losses, for  although indentutes, sub-indentures, jewel  accounts, muster
rolls and  accounts for outstanding wages survive in  daunting quantities, they
represent  but  a  fraction of  what  once  existed.  There  are  many nuggets. The
bundle of nine membranes relating to the three  earls  of Suffolk, Michael the
second  earl  and his son Michael who died at Harfleut and Agincourt, respec-
tively, and the ninteen year old William, the fourthearl, who was shipped
home fromHaxfleur  with dysentery, has not yet been examined in any detail
but is full of  interest, including some  accounts drawn up in the  name  of
Katherine  Stafford, the  second  earl’s  widow, a retinue  list  annotated  with notes
of which members had died at  Harfleu:  and which in  battle, and  a  few details
of the bringing home of the second  earl’s  body after his death at Hatfleur.B
There  is no reference, alas, to the boiling of the corpse of the earl’s son and
heir, after Agincourt, a  fate shared with the duke of York. Thomas Elmham
records  that  Henry V  washed  York’s  body for burial  (50mm, p.  47), but curi-
ously the stories of the boilings are otherwise only recorded in the French nar-
rauves.

Nowhere are the nuggets better, however, than  in what is arguably the  best
surviving administrative  account  outside the royal archives, namely, that  for
John  (not  Thomas, Sam-2:, p. 436) Mowbtay, Ead Marshal who left it to his

°  I am indebted to Livia  Visser-Fuchs  for  sending me this reference.
7  C. de  Pisan, The  Book  (y'Deedr of Am: and q’ Chm/g, trans. and ed. 5. and  CC.

Willard, Philadelphia  1999, pp. 7, 33, 37-8.
' PRO (TNA), E101/46/24.
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receiver-general, Richard Suthwell, to oversee the whole panoply of arrange-
ments  for the campaign.9 Amongst  other things  these accounts reveal how
much members of the nobility were prepared to spend on their own account in
order to be appropriately equipped and escorted on campaign. Mowbray’s total
expenditure in  1415  exceeded £4,000, much  of this going on war preparations
and including the first quarter’s war wages of  some  £875 which, in the  first
instance, were paid out by his receiver-general and left him out of  pocket  by
some  £150.  Like  so  many others  the earl received jewels in lieu of cash for the
second quarter’s  wages but he was never repaid and in  1423  when he initiated
proceedings for the recovery of what was owed for this and later campaigns
the debt  stood  at  just  over £2,600. This was not discharged  until  1431.10 In
1415  the embroideting of his  surcoat and one set of horse  trappings  with the
arms of the marshal of  England  alone  cost just  over  £40.“ He had to borrow
large  sums  and the  accounts capture  the sense of furious activity which
dominated the life of the earl and his  countess throughout  the  year  — travelling
to recruit a war retinue; organising and adapting shipping, in particular making
a  new cabin on the  eatl’s  flagship; assembling and transporting food and drink
and the  essential containers, platters and goblets; making up, painting and
embroidering flags, standards, horse trappings, shields and banners; decorating
and  bumishing of armour; issuing of new liveries to the household; even
repairing a crest damaged at Bosham on the day of the  mus'ter which involved
a  doubtless swift journey to London for the already much  exercised Nicholas

Armourer.
Although the  battle  of  Agincourt  cannot, therefore, in any sense be

described as neglected, there  remains, perhaps unsurprisingly, a great'deal of
uncertainty about what  precisely happened. As John  Keegan  pointed out in his
masterly evocation of events, no-one was an eyewitness of  everything or even
of very much. The bare  outline  of the sequence of  events  is relatively straight-
forward but what really happened on the field is quite  another  matter!2 It is for

9  Berkeley Castle  Manuscripts, Berkeley, Gloucestershire, D1/1/10/1/2  [GAR428]. I
hope  to  publish  this  unique  record of  Mowbray’s war  preparations  at  a  later date. See
Rowena  E  Archer, ‘The  Mowbrays, earls of Nottingham and  dukes  of  Norfolk,  to
1432', unpublished D.Phil  thesis, Oxford, 1984, chapter five, especially pp.  236-53.

'° See G.L. Harriss, 'The  king and his magnates' in  G.L.  Harriss, ed.  Hang! V. The
Prattice offing/n}, Oxford  1985,  p. 41 on the financial constraints on the nobility in  gen-
eral. For  Mowbray’s receipt  of  jewels see  PRO, E101/47/38, m.  5  and for his  claims  for
repayment, E364/56;E28/40/28 and  E159/199.  For  discussion of this see Archer,  ‘The
Mowbmys, pp.  219-24.

"  Berkeley Castle  Manuscript, D1/1/10/1/2  [GAR428], m. 24.

n  J.  Keegan, The Fat: of Battle, London 1976, p. 86.  Keegan  used  eight chronicle
sources but tried with considerable  success to paint  a  picture  of the  practicalities  of the
actual fighting.  It remains essential reading for  anyone wishing to get an impression of
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this  reason  that  debate continues to rage.  Thus, well known  though  it is, the
role of the archers is not as clear cut as one  might expect  or even  think  one
knows. There remains  substantial  disagreement about how the archers were
deployed and how  they were  directed on the field.  This  is evident fromMat-
thew  Bennett’s  paper on the battle in the Etpingham volume which explores
the details of  this  particular debate. With the collecdon of  soutces to hand
readers can now follow  this, or other specific aspects of the  battle, minutely
and  come  to  their  own conclusions. Take for example the  matter  of the arch-
ers' stakes, another important and frequently documented aspect of  Henry’s
strategy, yet one whose precise organisation  cannot  be easily untangled. J.
Bradbury and]. Keegan argued, without citing any examples, that  the use of
stakes  at  Agincourt  was not new.13 In 1994, however, Matthew Bennett argued
that the use of stakes in fact dates only to the battlé of Nicopolis (1396) and
that  the tactic was described in  a  life of Marshal Boucicaut, which was the
probable source of Henry V’s idea.“ As Bennett points out, Boucicaut would
have done well to  learn  the lessons of this earlier defeat when he made his
plans for Agincourt. The  Gena, recounts how, roundabout the 17 October,
Henry ordered each archer to cut  a  stake, either square or round, of reasonable
thickness, six foot in  length  and sharpened at  both  ends, so  that  in the event of
a  French  cavalry attack  they could drive  these  into the ground, some  in front
of them and  others further back, with one end  pointing up towaxds the enemy
at waist height.  A  cavalry charge would either withdraw in fear on sight of
these  or proceed and risk being impaled. The former  outcome wassurely the
more likely; no horse, however thoroughly it has been  trained, will charge into
an obstacle. To deter cavalry the  stakes  need not  have  been very thick  but to
impale  they would have needed to  have  been rather stouter.  A  later ordinance
of the earl of Shrewsbury laid down that each man make ‘a good substanciall
stake’.15 But how  thick  were they? From  a purely practical perspective simply
finding suitable stakes for an my of some 5,000 archers, presumably while it
continued  on the march, cannot have  been done either quickly or easily. This
aside, how exactly were  they set up and  used  on the battlefield? To be effective

what it really might  have  been like. For a recent  discussion of the  problem  of unravel-
ling what  really happened on the field see M.K. Jones, ‘The  battle of  Verneuil  (17
August 1424): towardsahistory of  courage’, Warin  Htoy (2002).

n  J.  Bradbury, The MedievalArrber, Woodbridge, 1985, p.130; Keegan, Fate of Battle, p.
91.  Keegan  refers to the  instances in earlier battles of digging holes which would break
the leg of  a  charging horse but this is not the  same thing at all.

" M.  Bennett, ‘The  development of battle  tactics in the Hundred Years War', in
Arm, Amie:  and  Famjimtion: in the  Hundred Year:  War, «1., A.  Curry and M.  Hughes,
Woodbridge  1994, pp.  15-16.

'5 N.H. Nicolas, Hzlrwy tithe Battle  aninmmt, 1833, appendix, p. 42.  Keegan  as-
sumed  that  the  stakes were  ‘stout’: Keegan, Fate 0f Bank, p. 91.
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they would certainly have had to have been buried in the ground to a depth of,
say, eighteen inches and to reach waist  height, they must  surely have been
more like the eleven feet later specified by Shrewsbur:y.“s How long did it  take
to set up? The  high»:  0f Saint  Deni:  comments on the novelty of archers  using
lead covered mallets as weapons  after they had  shot  their arrows(Sourm, p.
107).  This implies  that  each archer was self-sufficient and could perhaps have
hammered in his  stake  unaided and relatively quickly, though  no studies of
longbowmen have suggested  that  the mallet was a  standard  piece of an archer’s
kit and if this was indeed the first occasion on which stakes were used it would
seem  unlikely that  this  item was widely available." Although the ground was
very wet and  soft, the  clays  of  Agincourt  are heavy and ramming the  stakes
into  the ground  does  not seem  a likely possibility.  Softness  of the ground
would surely have increased the need to  ensure that  they were securely set and
indeed Le Fevre records how the ground was so  soft  that  some  of the  stakes
fell over.  ‘Mais  la  terre  estoit si mole que lesdis peuchons cheoient’.13 In ad-
dition, it is surely certain  that  no-one with any practical sense would have
sharpened the frontend of the  stake  before driving it into the ground, for  that
would  have  made the  driving in vastly moredifficult and would have inevitably
destroyed the tip in the  process, as well, incidentally, as any lead tipped mallet
that  might  have  been  used  for  that  purpose. To set and  then  sharpen 5,000
stakes  surely took some time to execute.19

The next problem  then  arises with the generally agreed idea  that there  was
a delayed start to the battle, each side being drawn up at  a  separation of about
1,000 yards. At what point did the archers drive in  their stakes?  Most of the
references to the  stakes comefromthe English narratives, the  Brut  in ohe of its
redactions sugesting that Yorkgave the ordersto  mama  to cut  stakes  (S 0mm,
p. 94). Many imply, however, that  it was after the  stakes had been driven in
that  Henry moved his army forward to within bowshot (about 250 yaxds) of
the French.” Keegan, who  suggested  that the  stakes were  only driven in after
this  advance at least appreciated that the  points  would  have  had to have been

'° Nicolas, Agintourt, appendix, p. 42.
'7 R.  Hardy, The Longbow, London 1986; C.  Bartlett, Engb'sl) Longbaman, 1330-1515,

Oxford  1995.
"  Clmm'que (1:  Jean  Le Fem, Sngneur  d:  Sa'nt  Rey/y, ed. F. Morand, Société  de

l'Histoire de France, 1876-81, vol. 1, 1876, p.  255.  This is  rather  oddly translated by

Curry as  ‘But  the  ground  was so  soft  that  the  stakes made their  horses fall’:  50mm, p.
161.

'9 Keegan, The Fate qf Battle, p. 91  suggests that following the  advance  of the army
there  must 'have ensued another pause, even though  a  short one’ to  allow  the  archers to
hammer  in  their  stakes, implying that each archer did so unaided.

1° Tito  Livio is  exceptional  in  putting the fixing of the  stakes after  the  order  to ad-
vance  and  also says that the  whole  army had  stakes: Scum, p. 61.
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1:e-sharpened.21 It is hard, however, to  believe that  the archers  stood about with
their  stakes in the period of uncertainty in the early morning, commonly es-
timated to have been  about  two hoursand, equally, can it really be  thought, as
Matthew Bennett suggests, that  after all the effort of deploying the  stakes, even
supposing that  it were done with some speed, the archers extracted  them  from
the ground and moved forwardto  :ecommence  the whole operation again, this
time with the French in dangerously close  pxroxurimity?22 Yet, leaving them
behind at a  distance  of some 700 yards would  make  a  nonsense of  those  ac-
counts  which argue  that  the stakes  served  an important military purpose. The
Pse_udo—Elmham  makes  precisely this suggestion. The  Gem, however,
describes the  smkes being set and the  advance  following later, yet insists  that
many were stopped by the stakes.  Monstrelet, Le Fevre and  Waurin  all describe
the deployment of the  stakes followed by the advance but give no hint  that
there  was  a  repositioning of the  stakes.  These  authors  also describe the French
plan  to  break  the  wings  of the archers using a group of cavalry and how Guil-
laume  de  Saveuse, on the Agincourt side of the field, valiantly tried  to  attack
the archers behind their  stakes. According to Le Fevre, on  falling fromhis
horse de Saveuse was killed by the archers. Monstrelet, however, says  that  he
was shot from his horse and  then slain  (Saunas, p.  161).  Have  historians then
exaggerated the distance between the  antics  at the outset?23 Did Henry, seeing
that the  French  were not moving, send  a  group of archers, perhaps under Sir
Thomas  Ezpingham, to  provoke  the French before  returning to the relative
protection of their positions behind the stakes? Could  this, in  fact, be the real
truth  behind the story reported in  Monstrelet  but fiercely denied by Le Fevre,
that  Henry V  sent a  special  flanking forceof 200 archers to Tramecourt in or-
der to ambush the French? (Sumter, p.  158).  Certainly the well documented
exhaustion  of the French who had had to march against the English across the
muddy field would  make more  sense if  they had had to  advance  over  a  distance
greater  than  250—300 yards. Keegan has suggested  that  the French  under
Saveuse may have  borne down upon the archers in ignorance of the deadly
smkes  that awaited  them  on  account  of the fact  that  they were concealed
behind the Engiish ranks.“ This  was certainly the tactic used by the Turksat
Nicopolis, where  a  line of light cavalry hid the stakes completely fromView25
but as the archerswere on the  flanks  at  Agincourt  this can hardly have been

2‘ Keegan, The Fan: aattle, p. 91.

uM.  Bennett, ‘The  Battle', in Aginmwt, 1415, p. 32.

2: It is not  clear  why Alfred Burne believed that  the two  armies were  at  1,000  yard
separation though  this has  come  to be  accepted without question:  A.H.  Burne, The
Aginmurt  Wm; London  1956, p. 79.

1‘ Keegan, Tl): Fm afBattk, p. 95.
15 Bennett, ‘The  development of  battle  tactics’, p. 15.
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the  case and certainly if the  stakes  were only set at  a  distance of 250 or 300
yards from the French  they could scarcely have been unaware of what was
going on, either from direct  line  of sight or the noise of crashing mallets. If  this
were  so would  they not have advanced as  soon  as  they realised  what  was afoot?
If, however, the  stakes  had been set up in the morning at  a  greater  distance
then the English might have been able to  keep the element of surprise and
provoking the French advance would have given them greater control over
events. Many of  these  questions, even with the massive documentation that
survives, lack certain answers and remind us  that  when it  comes  to actual bat-
tle, tidy explanations  are the least convincing of all narratives of events.

As  a result  of the endeavours of all  those  who have worked on this event,
particularly through these  two important additions to the canon, a  much  wider
audience  can try to understand the campaign in whole or in part. There is, alas,
one huge problem with the book on  sources, so great that it is  quite  impossible
to  understand  how  this could  have arisen  — incredibly, it has no index. This
borders on the tragic in  terms  of the usefulness of  this  otherwise splendid vol-
ume and one can only hope  that  if it goes into a paperback that publisher and
editors will remedy this enormous handicap.
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